
 
 

Margarita Salas             
The scientist Margarita Salas, 

who was a student and collaborator of the 

Asturian Severo Ochoa (Nobel Prize in 

Physiology or Medicine in 1959), was born 

in a small village of Asturias in 1938. Her 

scientific research has allowed 

extraordinary advances in the field of 

biochemistry and molecular biology. 

 

After graduating in Chemical Sciences from the 

Universidad Complutense of Madrid, Salas decided to dedicate 

herself to the scientific career. It was not a simple task.  It was a very 

difficult time for research in Spain, especially if you were a woman. 

The Asturian, however, didn`t give up in her effort to devote herself 

to her passion, so she began her doctoral thesis under the direction 

of Albert Sols. 

 

In 1967, after completing her doctorate, Margarita Salas 

emigrated to the United States with her husband Eladio Viñuela, also 

a scientist. The University of New York, and, in particular, the 

laboratory of Severo Ochoa, were waiting for them. During her four-

year stay in the city, Ochoa understood the complex situation of 

Salas as a woman scientist. Severo Ochoa shared a concern: the 

little 'visibility' that the scientist could have in a world dominated by 

men.  

 

When the couple returned to Spain, Eladio Viñuela was 

also aware of the situation in which Margarita Salas lived. For this 

reason, Viñuela abandoned his research project, and the couple 

started  to work separately. She would continue to specialize in 

issues of enzymology and genetics, while he would address a very 

serious problem in Spain, the swine fever virus. 

 

At the end of the sixties, Margarita Salas began to work in 

the study of bacteriophage phi 29. This virus, belonging to the family 

Podoviridae, infects some types of bacteria. Her research has 

revealed that Phi 29 possesses only 20 genes, so its genetic 

machinery could open up new possibilities in the field of molecular 

biology. This is the reason why it is so important. 

 

As Margarita Salas explained in an interview in Basque 

Research, "at first they didn`t have the importance of researching 

this virus." Although the bacteriophage is very simple, having only 20 

genes, it actually hides a tremendously complex molecular 

machinery. Based on basic research, the Salas`s group 

demonstrated that applications very important and innovative could 

be made. 

That's how they discovered DNA polymerase, a protein 

that is involved in the amplification of virus genes.   

 

By Anne Semperena 

 

http://mujeresconciencia.com/ 

 

 

 

 

María Blasco 

Marhuenda 

María Blasco Marhuenda is an Spanish scientist 

specialized in telomeres investigation. 

 

She was born in 1965 in Verdegás. She studied 

biochemistry from 1983 to 1988 and in 1993 she obtained her PhD 

for her research at the Centro de Biología Molecular Severo Ochoa 

(UAM-CSIC). In 2010 she founded a company called “Life Length” 

whiose aim is to research  the length of the telomeres and know 

more about our life expectation. 

Related to this, she wrote a book called 'Morir joven a los 

140' together with the journalist called Mónica G. Salomone in which 

they talk about  diseases such as Parkinson, Alzheimer, cancer and 

so on.  

In a recent speech María said that “they are going to 

achieve to lengthen the youth” but that “the objective is not to live the 

double it’s just to prevent certain diseases to appear too early”. She 

emphasized that “it is intolerable to have more and more 

sophisticated mobiles and not to know yet how to treat the 

Alzheimer”. 

Even though Maria is working really hard, she says that 

it’s a lot of work to do because they have only discovered the tip of 

the iceberg. 

Maria admits that “there are few women in position of 

responsibility and this is an unacceptable problem we have to solve”. 

That’s why we have to help to get women’s work ahead. 

   By Sara Arrieta 
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Leire, a former student of ours who aims to be a 

scientist in the near future. She´s learning Medicine in 

Hungary. Urola Ikastola Azkoitia-Azpeitia BHI 

https://youtu.be/tks3nhIiy28 

Life Without Women project. Botikazarra BHI 

https://youtu.be/3B_kHawIwjY 

Women in science. Botikazarra BHI 

https://youtu.be/-huVB1W_RYI 

Women scientists in Europe. Urola Ikastola Azkoitia-

Azpeitia BHI 

https://issuu.com/elosurola/docs/aurkezpena.pptx 

Botikazarra BHI 

Urola Ikastola Azkoitia-Azpeitia BHI 

Aniturri BHI 

Ekialdea BHI 

Antigua-Luberri BHI 

http://mujeresconciencia.com/
https://youtu.be/tks3nhIiy28
https://youtu.be/3B_kHawIwjY
https://youtu.be/-huVB1W_RYI
https://issuu.com/elosurola/docs/aurkezpena.pptx
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ELENA VECINO 

 
Elena Vecino 

studied high 

school in Zamora 

then she took her  

degree on 

Biology in the 

University of 

Salamanca. Some years later she went 

to Sweden where she finished a second 

doctoral thesis and then her training 

followed up in the United States. Five 

years ago she went back to Salamanca 

and later she got  a placement as 

professor in the University of the Basque 

Country. Her curriculum is awesome.  

Nowadays, she is directing a 

group of investigation based on 

glaucoma apart from her lessons as a 

university professor.  Elena has written 

many scientific articles. One of these 

article was “Glia neuron interactions in 

the mammalian retina”. This article was 

published in the magazine called 

“Progress in Retinal and Eye Research”, 

and she awarded for it. 

By Naroa Larrañaga 

 

 

ITZIAR ARETXAGA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Itziar Aretxaga was born in Bilbao on 20 

November 1965. She an astrophysicist. 

He studied physics at the University 

Complutense in Madrid  in 1988. 

Between 1990 and 1993 she studied 

astronomy at the Autonomous 

University of Madrid, where she began 

working as a teacher, giving classes on 

the theory of astrophysics. From 1993 to 

1996 she continued her activities at the 

British University of Cambridge and the 

University of Garching, Germany. Since 

1998 she has been working in Mexico's 

National Institute of Astrophysics Optics 

and Electronics, and she is involved in 

many important international projects. 

  By Maialen Aizpurua

 
 

 

TERESA RIERA 

 
 

Teresa Riera 

was born on the 

13
th

 of October 

1950 in 

Barcelona. She 

is a politician, 

member of the 

Party of 

European 

Socialists. And 

also, a  
scientist. Teresa Riera Madurell Is 

graduated in mathematics by the 

University of Barcelona and PhD in 

Computer Science by the University of 

the Basque Country . She was director 

of the Business and Computer Sciences 

School and Associate Vice-Chancellor. 
 
Her research work has been related to 

non-classical logic, rough reasoning and 

their application to artificial intelligence. 

She has published scientific articles in  

specialized journals and presented 

several speeches in conferences of her 

field. She has also published books and 

articles in the field of Didactics of 

Mathematics and Science 

popularization. She was rapporteur or 

speaker for the regulation on the 

Innovative Medicines Initiative.  

At present she is the UIB and BSC 

representative for relations with EU 

Institutions; Member of the research, 

innovation and Science Expert (RISE) 

high-level Advisory Body of European 

Commissioner Carlos Moedas and 

Advisor to the Alliance for Biomedical 

Research in Europe. 

By Ainhoa Izagirre 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://issuu.com/elosurola/docs/aurkez
pena.pptx 

 
 

 
 

 

JOCELYN BELL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dame Susan Jocelyn Bell Burnell (born 

15 July 1943) is a Northern Irish 

astrophysicist. As a postgraduate 

student, she discovered the first radio 

pulsars while studying and advised by 

her thesis supervisor Antony Hewish, for 

which Hewish shared the Nobel Prize in 

Physics with astronomer Martin Ryle, 

while Bell Burnell was excluded, despite 

having been the first to observe and 

precisely analyse the pulsars. Bell 

Burnell was President of the Royal 

Astronomical Society from 2002 to 2004, 

president of the Institute of Physics from 

October 2008 until October 2010, and 

was interim president following the death 

of her successor, Marshall Stoneham, in 

early 2011. She was succeeded in 

October 2011 by Sir Peter Knight. Bell 

Burnell was elected as President of the 

Royal Society of Edinburgh in October 

2014. In March 2013 she was elected 

Pro-Chancellor of the University of 

Dublin. 

The paper announcing the discovery of 

pulsars had five authors. Hewish's name 

was listed first, Bell's second. Hewish 

was awarded the Nobel Prize, along with 

Martin Ryle, without the inclusion of Bell 

as a co-recipient. Many prominent 

astronomers criticised this omission. The 

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, in 

their press release announcing the 1974 

Nobel Prize in Physics, cited Ryle and 

Hewish for their pioneering work in 

radio-astrophysics, with particular 

mention of Ryle's work on aperture-

synthesis technique, and Hewish's 

decisive role in the discovery of pulsars 

but Susan Jocelyn Bell Burnell did not 

receive the honors, perhaps just 

because she was a woman. 

  

https://issuu.com/elosurola/docs/aurkezpena.pptx
https://issuu.com/elosurola/docs/aurkezpena.pptx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Prize


 
 

Internacional Women’s Day 
 

Since it’s International Women’s Day, 

the main article in this month’s issue of 

“Women & Science” is about 4 different 

women scientists who dreamed big and 

faced up to all the difficulties that 

confronted them, before finally getting 

to the top and eventually even winning 

Nobel Prizes. We also have an exclusive 

in depth interview with the latest female 

Nobel prize winner in science, Youyou 

Tu. 

 

Women have made significant 

contributions to science from the earliest 

times, though their numbers have been 

relatively few and their work has often not 

been fully recognised. In general it wasn’t 

until the women’s movements of the 19th 

and 20th Centuries that women started to 

be able to break away from the enormous 

limitations that society opposed on them 

and this was certainly true in the world of 

science.  

 

Throughout the Middle Ages a lot of 

women who took an interest in medicine 

and healing were treated as witches or just 

plain mad. Women were unable to go to 

the new universities which started to be 

established in the 11th Century.  

Convents were the only places of learning 

open to them for hundreds of years and it 

was not until the eighteenth century that 

the first university degree in the field of 

science was awarded to a woman, namely 

Laura Bassi, an Italian physicist. During 

the next century after this breakthrough, 

women slowly but surely began to take 

part more actively in science, and they 

began to be more widely recognized.  

Fortunately the situation is continuing to 

improve and more and more women are  

 

 

 

 

becoming scientists but the fact that there 

is still a long way to go when it comes to 

narrowing the gender gap in science, can 

be seen from an analysis of Nobel Prize 

winners. The Nobel Prize is an 

international prize awarded to people who, 

through their work in different fields, 

including science, literature and peace, are 

considered by special Nobel Prize 

committees to have made outstanding 

contributions to society.  

Worryingly, since the prizes were first 

awarded in 1901, after the Swedish 

inventor Alfred Nobel left part of his 

fortune in his will to the establishment of 

the award, only 48 of the 870 winners have 

been women. The first woman Nobel Prize 

winner was the famous physicist Marie 

Curie in 1903, but in more than a hundred 

years of Nobel Prizes for scientists, 

according to our statistician Iker 

Morientes, only 3% of the prizes have been 

won by women scientists. In total 18 

women have won the prize compared to 

572 men.  

 

So who are these women who have 

reached the top and have helped to change 

people’s perceptions of women in science? 

Today we are going to look at the lives of 

four women scientists, some well-

remembered, some largely forgotten, who 

have broken through and won the Nobel 

Prize. 
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“All the News  

That’s Fit To Print” 

Late Edition 
Today, clouds and sunny, warmer, 

humid, high 73. 

Tonight, mostly cloudy, areas of 

drizzle, low 66. Tomorrow, variably 

cloudy, a shower, high 76. Weather 

map, Page B16.  

 

 

Late Edition 
 

Today, clouds and sunny, warmer, 

humid, high 73. 

Tonight, mostly cloudy, areas of 

drizzle, low 66. Tomorrow, variably 

cloudy, a shower, high 76. Weather 

map, Page B16.  
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“Feminism isn’t about making 

women stronger. Women are 

already strong. It’s about 

changing the way the world 

perceives that strength.” 
 
 

-G.D. Anderson 

Women of America: we are 

going on strike. Join us so 

Trump will see our power 
 
 

The ‘lean-in’ variety of feminism will not 

defeat this administration, but a mobilization 

of the 99% will. On 8 March, we will take to 

the streets. 
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Marie  Curie 
 

Marie Curie was born in November 1867 in 

Warsaw, Poland. Both of parents were 

teachers, and growing up, she was taught to 

read and write at a very young age. She was a 

very insightful, hard-working and clever 

child, and she did really well at school. 

Poland was under control of Russia at the 

time, and people weren’t allowed to read or 

write anything in Polish,but that didn’t stop 

Marie Curie from pursuing her ambitions in 

the field of science. Determined, she moved 

to France and attended the Sorbonne 

university in Paris, and went on to graduate 

and become a doctor. Marie had always been 

fascinated by maths and physics, and one 

day, while examining a material called 

pitchblende, she discovered that there was an 

undiscovered element toirt. She spent many 

hours trying to figure out what she had found 

with her husband, and eventually realised she 

had discovered two new elements for the 

periodic table: polonium and radium. 

In 1903, the Nobel Prize in Physics was 

awarded to her and her husband for their 

contribution to the world of science and their 

work in radiation specifically. Marie Curie 

was the first ever woman to be awarded with 

a Nobel Prize. 

Her love for science, ironically enough, 

ended up being the cause of her death, and 

she died from exposure to radiation in 1934. 

 

 

Maria  Göppert - Mayer  

On with our second winner, born in 

nowadays’ Polish city of Katowice, then part 

of Germany, in 1906. She, Maria Göppert-

Mayer, was the only child of a middle class 

family. From a young age, she found herself 

attracted to the world of science. Luckily her 

father, a pediatrics professor at Göttingen 

University, saw her potential and made sure 

she received the best education. Thus, she 

was able to enroll into University, and earned 

a PhD in physics in 1930. Soon after, she met 
her husband, a chemistry professor in the US,  

 

and emigrated there. However, she 

experienced a big deal of sexism there - most 

colleges would not hire her because she was a 

foreigner and a woman. Nevertheless, this did 

not stop her, and she continued to take every 

chance she had in order to pursue a career in 

physics, which was her true passion.  

She later took part in the Manhattan Project, 

contributing to the creation of the atomic 

bomb. Inspired by her time there, in 1949 she 

made the discovery that would turn her into a 

Nobel Prize winner: She created an atom 

model in which nucleons were distributed 

into different energy shells. It was then when 

the world realized her true potential and she 

was able to find a stable job in the University 

of California, in San Diego, where she died 

of a stroke in 1972. 

 

 

Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin 

Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin, also known as 

Dorothy Hodgkin, was a British biochemist, 

who became famous for being awarded with 

the Nobel Prize in 1964. Among her work, 

we may find some great advances in 

medicine and chemistry, such as the 

development of the protein crystallography 

for the X-rays, or the active improvement of 

the treatment for diabetes through insulin. 

As for her early life, she was born in Egypt, 

which was a British colony at that time, and 

she quickly moved to Britain once the Great 

War started. She grew up separated from her 

parents and didn’t see them again until she 

was 13. As for her studies, she studied  

 

Chemistry in the University of Oxford and 
Philosophy in Cambridge. The future Prime  

Minister Margaret Thatcher was her student 

during her period as a teacher and tutor at 

Oxford. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally, our interview with the great 

Chinese scientist Youyou Tu, a Chinese 

chemist and doctor who is best known for 

discovering artemisinin, an element used 

to treat malaria which has saved numerous 

lives. She was awarded with the Nobel 

Prize in Physiology and Medicine, and she 

is a fantastic inspiration to all young girls 

thinking of becoming scientists. 

 

 

“For most of history 

Anonymous 

Was a woman” 

 
 

-Virginia Woolf 
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Women & Science;  Hello Youyou, nice to 

meet you! It’s an honour to be with you. Can 

we start with your childhood? Were you 
always interested in science? 

Youyou Tu: My childhood was really very 

normal. I was fortunate to have loving 

parents and good friends. I must say I also 

had very good teachers at both of my high 

schools; teachers who inspired me in all 

subjects. But yes, I was always especially 
interested in science, even at school. 

W&S: And what about your time at 
university? Was that a happy time for you? 

Youyou: Yes, very definitely! I studied at 

Beijing Medical College in the Department of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences. I loved studying 

and again I was fortunate to have fantastic 

teachers like Lou Zhicen, who encouraged 

me enormously. 

 

W&S: And at university you developed an 

interest in traditional Chinese medicine, 

didn’t you? 

Youyou: Yes, that’s right. I was always 

interested in both modern medicine and 

traditional remedies and how the two could 

be combined. After university I decided to go 

and study traditional medicine for two years 

and after that I started to work in the 

Academy of Traditional Chinese Medicine in 

Beijing. I became a professor there and today 

I am the Academy’s Chief Scientist. 

W&S: When you started work there, that 

must have been a difficult time to be a female 
scientist in China. 

Youyou: Well it was really a difficult time 

for all scientists. You have to remember that 

China was a country committed to 

Communism. In the 1960s and 1970s during 

the Cultural Revolution under Mao Zedong, 

it was very difficult to be a scientist or 

indeed, an intellectual. Intellectual and 

scientists were classified as one of the nine 

black categories, The Communist Party 

thought we had a negative effect on society. 

It was impossible at that time to get a 

postgraduate degree and China was isolated 

from the rest of the world. It was a time of 

repression, poverty and hunger for millions 

of Chinese people. 

W&S: You and your family were directly 

affected, weren’t you? 

Youyou: Yes, in my particular case, my 

husband was one of the 17 million young 

people sent to the countryside to learn how to 

become farmers. Our daughter was taken to a 

state nursery. 

W&S: And you were sent to the island of 
Hainan. 

Youyou: Yes, I was sent to Hainan to try to 

find a cure for malaria. The government 

wanted a cure because Chinese soldiers 

fighting in Vietnam were dying from the 

disease. 

W&S: And this work eventually lead to you 
winning the Nobel Prize, is that right? 

Youyou: Yes, I was the head of a group 

called Project 523 and in 1969 we collected 

ancient Chinese folk remedies and analysed 

the Chinese herbs used in these remedies to 

look for a cure for malaria. We took extracts 

from 200 herbs and found that one plant in 

particular helped fight  malaria. We read 

about the plant and how it could fight fevers 

in a Chinese Herbal Medicine text written in 
the 4th Century! 

W&S: And you volunteered to be the first 

person to be tested with the extract you 
managed to obtain from the plant. 

Youyou: Yes, the tests we did on animals 

were successful and because I was the head 

of the research group I felt it was my  

responsibility to volunteer, I had no negative 

effects after taking the extract and so we 
could start tests on other people. 

W&S: And this plant extract, artemismin, has 

helped saved millions of lives. How did you 

feel when you were awarded with the Nobel 
Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 2015? 

Youyou: I felt incredibly proud and honoured 

and also very grateful to all the wonderful 

colleagues I have been lucky to work with 
over the years. 

W&S: And now for our final question. It’s 

well known that science is still a male 

dominated field. Did you find it difficult 

being a woman to break through and reach 

the top? And what advice would you give to 

any young girls who aspire to pursue a career 
in science? 

 

YouYou: well... I have felt like I wasn’t 

being taken seriously on numerous occasions 

because I am woman, and although it can feel 

very discouraging and unfair at times, I guess 

the best thing to do is to just try and rise 

above it. Prove those who doubt your worth 

and ability wrong. If you love something and 

you’re determined enough to pursue it, you 

will succeed. Don’t let anyone or anything 
get in the way of what you want to do. 

W&S: Youyou, thank you very much for 

talking to us. You are an inspiration to many 

young girls and young scientists in general. 

Thank you for your time. 

Youyou: It’s been a pleasure. Thank you for 

inviting me and I would like to encourage 

any young girls reading your magazine to 

study science. It can really lead to a very 

fulfilling career. AND REMEMBER, 

NEVER GIVE UP!  

 

 

 

 

 
Women & Science ® 
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WOMEN AND SCIENCE  

 

     The Matthew effect says that 

those who have something, they 

will be given something, but 

those who don’t have much will 

be taken what they have. In order 

to connect it with science, we 

will give an example. The work 

of unknown researchers, even if 

it is the same, or better quality 

than the work of well-known 

researchers wouldn’t have the 

same recognition. The unknown 

ones would be forgotten.  Harriet  

 

    Zuckerman is a good example 

of what are we talking about. 

Robert Merton used his team 

mate’s work to explain the effect. 
ditugu. Artikulu hau irakurri 

beharko duzue AEBetan 

ohialgintza fabrikan gertatuko 

sarraskia martxoaren 8an gertatu 

zela uste baduzue. 

 

Martxoaren 9a ere Emakumearen 

Eguna dela gogorarazten digu 

Urko Apaolazak 2012an 

ArgiaBlogean argitaratutako 

artikulu honekin. Guri ere 

hotzikara eman digu ilea moztu 

zioten emakumearen testigantza 

irakurtzeak. 

 

Emakume zientzialariei buruzko 

gida didaktiko bat ere aipatu nahi 

dizuegu: Zientziaren historian 

zehar emakumeak izan duen 

garrantziaren inguruko gida 

didaktikoa. Marta Macho da 

liburuaren egilea, beste batzuekin 

batera. 

 

EPWS Europako 12.000 

emakume zientzialariek osatzen 

dute. Irabazi-asmorik gabeko 

nazioarteko erakundea   da eta 

emakume zientzialarien   

beharrak, kezkak, interesak, eta 

asmoak biltzen ditu. "She Figures 

2015 txostenak" Europan, 

ikerketa eta berrikuntza arloan, 

genero-zeharkakotasunean 

egindako aurrerapausoei buruzko 

informazioa biltzen du, eta 

ezagutzera eman du sektore 

horietan dauden hainbat 

desberdintasunek bere horretan 

jarraitzen dutela. 

 

 

 

     Robert Merton observed that 

better-known scientists tend to 

get more credit than less well-

known scientists for the same 

achievements; he called this the 

Matthew effect.  

 

     Some years later, Margaret 

W. Rossiter used this effect to 

explain the discrimination that 

women had experienced as 

scientists: The Matilda effect. 

Women were denied having 

contributed to science and 

women’s achievements were 

often attributed to men. 

 

The Matilda Effect was first 

described by 19th century 

suffragist and abolitionist 

Matilda Joslyn Gage in her essay 

"Woman as Inventor", and 

coined in 1993 by science 

historian Margaret W. Rossiter.      

The Matilda effect is related to 

the Matthew Effect, since those 

who don’t deserve more credit 

Gure lana 2014an @Koldotxu-

ren http://www.edonola.net 

blogean #KulturaZientifikoa 3. 

jaian argitaratutako sarreran 

oinarrituta dago. 

 

Traolek artikulu interesgarriak 

aurkitzen laguntzen dute. Kasu 

honetan Koldotxuk euskarazko 

eta beste hizkuntzetan erabili ohi 

diren traolen berri ematen digu. 

Euskaraz #EmakumeakZientzian 

erabili ohi da emakumeen 

presentzia zientzietan jasotzeko, 

ingelesez #WomenInScience 

erabiltzen den bezala, frantsesez  

#FemmesEnScience aurkituko 

dugu, #MujeresEnCiencia 

gaztelaniaz eta EHUko katedrak 

gaztelaniaz erabiltzen duen traola 

 
 

#MujeresConCiencia. Geometria 

eta Topologiako irakasle den 

Marta Macho da blogaren 

editorea. 

 

 
 

Beste arloetan ere, emakumeek 

egin duten eta egiten duten lana 

ikusgarria bilakatzeko, traola 

desberdinak sortzera eta 

erabiltzerea animatzen gaitu 

Koldo Garciak bere blogean. 

#EmakumeakHistorian bezala 

beste batzuk ezagutzen baditugu 

edo erabiltzen baditugu, zerrenda 

osatzen lagun dezakegu. 

 

Ikertzaile honen blogak 10 urte 

beteko ditu apirilean eta artikulu 

honekin bere urtebetetze festa ez 

dugu galdu nahi. 

 

Traola horiek jarraituz artikulu 

interesgarri asko aurkitu ditugu.  

 

http://www.unibertsitatea.net/ en 

irakurri dugu martxoaren 8an 

zergatik ospatzen den Emakume 

Langileen Nazioarteko eguna eta 

ezagunak diren topikoak uxatu  

 

Emakumeen presentzia profesionala jasotzen duten traolak 

 

are the ones who often get more 

credit, even if their work is 

shared or similar.  

 

It usually happens that the name 

of the woman who signs a 

scientific article together with her 

husband has been forgotten, or 

that a working group 

overshadows the only woman 

working with them. It is 

generally accepted that a man has 

more skills to be a scientist 

because a woman cannot ignore 

her chores.  

 

The Rich get 

richer and the 

Poor get poorer  

Matilda Effect. (Source: Wikipedia. Picture: Illuscientia 
CC by 3.0) 

The Daily Aniturri 

Eminent scientists get 

proportionately great credit 

for their contributions to 

science while relatively 

unknown scientists tend to 

get disproportionately little 

credit for comparable 

contributions 

(Merton 1968, 443). 
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We think that women are 

undervalued and we have to 

change our minds. 

 

Based on the article we read on 

Zientzia Kaiera 
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    Women have been taken 

away their freedom to develop 

their skills just because they 

were women. We read an article 

about the misconception which 

states that scientists require a 

special type of brilliance that 

women cannot achieve. Innate 

talent and gift have been 

associated with men for a long 

time. As a result, it has 

prevented women from standing 

out in many scientific fields. 

 

Woolf invented the character of, 

Judith, "Shakespeare's sister," to 

show that a woman with 

Shakespeare's gifts wouldn’t 

have had the same opportunities 

to develop her talent because a 

woman would find all doors 

closed.  

     Uxue Razkin mentions in her  

article published in Zientzia 

Kaiera that lots of women made 

lots of things that the world 

didn’t value. These women have 

been forgotten and their work 

has not been acknowledged. 

     But the truth is that there 

have been a lot of women who 

have fought hard to be given the 

credit they deserve. The 

discoveries and observations 

made by many women scientists 

were stolen or wronged by their 

male colleagues.  

     It has been interesting to 

know there are as many women 

     There are Basque scientist 

women who are working far 

away and we have read about 

some of them on Zientzia Kaiera. 

 

 
      

Myriam Gorospe is working at 

NIA, the National Institute of 

Aging in the USA, an agency 

which supports and conducts 

Alzheimer's disease research .  

 

article published in Gaur8 that 

led us to think about the choices 

we make as students and how the 

number of women in physics and 

engineering speaks by itself.    

    YouTube is also a channel 

used to disseminate information. 

We found on Twitter the channel 

Derivando, which shared this 

interesting video about famous 

mathematicians throughout 

history.    

    Galder Gonzalez @theklaneh  

has a new project on Wikipedia. 

He will try to edit and publish 

#EgunekoEmakukeZientzalaria. 

Its an open project, so we are 

invited to edit the text in Basque 

on wikipedia. 

    We know that we haven’t 

mentioned all the names that 

deserve a space in our work, so 

we apologise. 

      

science.  

   @dazientziat is also an account 

on Twitter that collects a lot of 

valuable information.  

     Otsailaren 11n Zientziako 

Emakumearen eta Neskaren 

Nazioarteko Eguna ospatzen da. 

Egun honetan emakume eta 

neskatila guztiek zientzian duten 

parte-hartzea bidezkoa eta 

erabatekoa izan behar duela 

gogorarazten da, eta genero 

berdintasuna eta emakumearen 

ahalduntzea lortzea du helburu.  

     Gure lana txiolandian egun 

horretan  #EmakumeakZientzian  

traolaren inguruan bildu ziren 

txioak ikertzea izan zen. Hartara,  

adibide batzuk proposatuko 

dizkizuegu. Ezin izan ditugu 

zientziaeren dibulgazioan lanean 

diharduten pertsona guztiak 

aipatu. Barka ezazue zuen izena 

agertzen ez bada.           

     We started watching the video 

called “Leku hori” recorded in a 

school in Bilbao and promoted 

by the Chair of Scientific Culture 

of the University of the Basque 

Country. The video reveals that 

among scientists only 36%  are 

women. It highlights the 

everyday work done by women 

in the field of technology and 

“Zientzialari” on 

Zientzia Kaiera 

      

In this section of the blog 

Zientzia Kaiera, the Chair of 

Scientific Culture of the 

University of the Basque 

Country, who is directed by Juan 

Ignacio Pérez Iglesias, publishes 

short videos about Basque 

scientists and they everyday 

contribution to science.  

     There are also many women 

who contribute to the blog. For 

example,  Uxune Martine is in 

charge of editing the blog 

Zientzia Kaiera and of the 

scientific dissemination in 

Euskampus and Ana Galarraga, 

who is very active on Twitter, is 

the editor of the magazine 

Elhuyar Zientzia eta Teknologia.  

      It was not easy to chose just 

one video, but we searched for 

the ones that were published in 

the beginning.  Number 13 is 

about the mathematician  Elena 

Agirre. This scientist explains 

how the quality of the air is 

measured though statistics and 

how pollution affects us. 

Number 15 explains what a virus 

is. Miren Basaras teaches 

microbiology at UPV/EHU. She 

talks about the human 

papillomavirus, vaccines and 

Ebola.   

      

      

 

Women’s freedom taken away 
as men who made important 

inventions , but  it has been hard 

to learn that women haven’t 

been recognised throughtout 

history. History was written 

mainly by men and about men, 

so women are usually excluded 

and, when mentioned, they are 

usually portrayed in sex-

stereotypical roles such as 

wives, mothers, daughters and 

mistresses.  

      

Did you know that thanks to… 

 

Marie Tharp we had the first 

map of the seafloor? 

Sophie Germain Eiffel built the 

tower in Paris? 

Virginia Apgar newborn 

children are tested their heath? 

Maria de Maeztu many women 

could become students? 

 

British chemist Rosalind 

Franklin is best known for her 

role in the discovery of the 

structure of DNA, and for her 

pioneering use of X-ray 

diffraction.   

     

“No están todas las que son” by 

Cátedra de Cultura Científica 

will also give you more 

information about very 

interesting scientific women. 

 

Image Copyright Robin Stott. This 

work is licensed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution-Share Alike 

2.0 Generic Licence 

Far away 

    We can listen to Talaiatik on 

Info7 Irratia and meet interesting 

people who try to talk about 

science in a way that everybody 

can understand it. We have 

chosen a tweet that refers to 

women and their contribution to 

genetics by Koldo Garcia. Bilbo 

Hiria also has a progamme called 

Zientzialari. On Euskadi Irratia, 

Norteko Ferrokarrila is also a 

programme about science and 

@TxoniMatxain is a collaborator 

we know from past experiences 

on #KZJaia.  

    We also read tweets with a 

link to newspaper articles 

published in Berria, Naiz-Gara 

and in Argia magazine. This is an 

#EmakumeakZientzian txiolandian 
 

The media 

 

“She was as adventurous, 

as imaginative, as agog to 

see the world as he was. 

But she was not sent to 

school.” 

 

A Room of One’s Own, 

Virginia Woolf 

 

By Xabi, Gorka and Urko 

By Iara, Izaskun and Itxaso 

Asteon Zientzia 

begi-bistan 

     

Asteon zientzia begi-bistan 

Zientza Kaieraren igandeetako 

atala da. Astean zehar sarean 

zientzia euskaraz jorratu duten 

artikuluak biltzen ditu Uxue 

Razkinek. Begi-bistan dagoena 

erreparatuz, Interneteko 

“zientzia” antzeman, jaso eta 

laburbiltzea da helburua. 
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Ten female scientists 
you should know

When it comes to women in science, 
Marie Curie is mostly mentioned in 
the conversation. After all, she 
discovered two elements, was the 
first women to win a Nobel Prize, in 
1903, and was the first person to win 
a second Nobel, in 1911. But Curie 
was not the first female scientist. 
Many other brilliant, dedicated and 
determined women have pursued 
science over the years.

1. Emilie du Chatelet

She was the daughter of the French 
court’s chief of protocol, married the 
marquis du Chatelet in 1725. She 
lived the life of a courtier and bore 
three children. But at age 27, she 
began studying mathematics 
seriously and then branched into 
physics. This interest intensified as 
she began an affair with the 
philosopher Voltaire, who also had a 
love of science. 

2.Caroline Herschel

Herschel was little more than the 
household drudge for her parents in 
Hanover, Germany

(she would later describe herself as 
the “Cinderella of the family”), when 
her older brother, William, brought 
her to England in 1772 to run his 
household in Bath. After she 
mastered the art of singing—to 
accompany William, who was the 
organist for the Octagon Chapel—her 
brother switched careers and went 
into astronomy. Caroline followed. In 
addition to assisting her brother in 
his observations and in the building 
of telescopes, Caroline became a 
brilliant astronomer in her own right, 
discovering new nebulae and star 
clusters. 

She was the first woman to discover 
a comet (she discovered eight in 
total) and the first to have her work 
published by the Royal Society. She 
was also the first British woman to 
get paid for her scientific work.

3.Mary Anning

In 1811, Mary Anning’s brother 
spotted what he thought was a 



crocodile skeleton in a seaside cliff 
near the family’s Lyme Regis, 
England, home. He charged his 11-
year-old sister with its recovery, and 
she eventually dug out a skull and 
60 vertebrae, selling them to a 
private collector for £23. This find 
was no croc, though, and was 
eventually named Ichthyosaurus, the 
“fish-lizard.”

Thus began Anning’s long career as a 
fossil hunter. In addition to 
ichthyosaurs, she found long-necked 
plesiosaurs, a pterodactyl and 
hundreds, possibly thousands, of 
other fossils that helped scientists to 
draw a picture of the marine world 
200 million to 140 million years ago 
during the Jurassic.

4.Mary Somerville

Intrigued by the x’s and y’s in the 
answer to a math question in a 
ladies’ fashion magazine, 14-year-old 
Mary Fairfax of Scotland delved into 
the study of algebra and 
mathematics, defying her father’s 
injunction against such pursuits. Her 
studies were sidetracked by a 
marriage, in 1804, to a Russian Navy 

captain, but after his death she 
returned to Edinburgh and became 
involved in intellectual circles, 
associating with people such as the 
writer Sir Walter Scott and the 
scientist John Playfair, and resumed 
her studies in math and science.

She began experimenting on 
magnetism and produced a series of 
writings on astronomy, chemistry, 
physics and mathematics. She 
translated astronomer Pierre-Simon 
Laplace’s The Mechanism of the 
Heavens into English, and although 
she was unsatisfied with the result, it 
was used as a textbook for much of 
the next century. Somerville was one 
of the first two women, along with 
Caroline Herschel, to be named 
honorary members of the Royal 
Astronomical Society.

5.Maria Mitchell

Young Maria Mitchell learned to 
observe the stars from her father, 
who used stellar observations to 
check the accuracy of chronometers 
for Nantucket, Massachusetts, 
whalers and taught his children to 
use a sextant and reflecting 
telescope. When Mitchell was 12, she 
helped her father record the time of 
an eclipse. And at 17, she had 
already begun her own school for 
girls, teaching them science and 
math. But Mitchell rocketed to the 
forefront of American astronomy in 
1847 when she spotted a blurry 
streak—a comet—through her 
telescope. 



She was honored around the world, 
earning a medal from the king of 
Denmark, and became the first 
woman to be elected to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

6.Lise Meitner 

When Lise Meitner finished school at 
age 14, she was barred from higher 
education, as were all girls in 
Austria. But, inspired by the 
discoveries of William Röntgen and 
Henri Becquerel, she was determined 
to study radioactivity. When she 
turned 21, women were finally 
allowed into Austrian universities. 
Two years of tutoring preceded her 
enrollment at the University of 
Vienna; there she excelled in math 
and physics and earned her 
doctorate in 1906.

She wrote to Marie Curie, but there 
was no room for her in the Paris lab 
and so Meitner made her way to 
Berlin. There she collaborated with 
Otto Hahn on the study of 
radioactive elements, but as an 

Austrian Jewish woman (all three 
qualities were strikes against her), 
she was excluded from the main labs 
and lectures and allowed to work 
only in the basement.

Meitner continued her work in 
Sweden and after Hahn discovered 
that uranium atoms were split when 
bombarded with neutrons, she 
calculated the energy released in the 
reaction and named the phenomenon 
“nuclear fission.” The discovery—
which eventually led to the atomic 
bomb (“You must not blame 
scientists for the use to which war 
technicians have put our 
discoveries,” Meitner would say in 
1945)—won Hahn the Nobel Prize in 
1944. 

7.Irene Curie Joliot

The elder daughter of Pierre and 
Marie Curie, Irène followed her 
parents’ footsteps into the lab. The 
thesis for her 1925 doctor of science 
was on the alpha rays of polonium, 
one of the two elements her mother 
discovered. The next year, she 
married Frédéric Joliot, one of her 
mother’s assistants at the Radium 



Institute in Paris. Irène and Frédéric 
continued their collaboration inside 
the laboratory, pursuing research on 
the structure of the atom. In 1934, 
they discovered artificial radioactivity 
by bombarding aluminum, boron and 
magnesium with alpha particles to 
produce isotopes of nitrogen, 
phosphorus, silicon and aluminum. 
They received the Nobel Prize in 
chemistry the next year, making 
Marie and Irène the first parent-child 
couple to have independently won 
Nobels. 

8.Barbara McClintock

While studying botany at Cornell 
University in the 1920s, Barbara 
McClintock got her first taste of 
genetics and was hooked. As she 
earned her undergraduate and 
graduate degrees and moved into 
postdoctoral work, she pioneered the 
study of genetics of maize (corn) 
cells. She pursued her research at 
universities in California, Missouri 
and Germany before finding a 
permanent home at Cold Spring 
Harbor in New York. It was there 
that, after observing the patterns of 
coloration of maize kernels over 
generations of plants, she 
determined that genes could move 
within and between chromosomes. 
The finding didn’t fit in with 
conventional thinking on genetics, 
however, and was largely ignored; 
McClintock began studying the 
origins of maize in South America. 
But after improved molecular 
techniques that became available in 

the 1970s and early 1980s confirmed 
her theory and these “jumping 
genes” were found in 
microorganisms, insects and even 
humans, McClintock was awarded a 
Lasker Prize in 1981 and Nobel Prize 
in 1983.

9.Dorothy Hodgkin

Dorothy Crowfoot (Hodgkin, after her 
1937 marriage) was born in Cairo, 
Egypt, to a pair of British 
archaeologists. She was sent home 
to England for school, where she was 
one of only two girls who were 
allowed to study chemistry with the 
boys. At 18, she enrolled in one of 
Oxford’s women’s colleges and 
studied chemistry and then moved to 
Cambridge to study X-ray 
crystallography, a type of imaging 
that uses X-rays to determine a 
molecule’s three-dimensional 
structure. She returned to Oxford in 
1934, where she would spend most 
of her working life, teaching 
chemistry and using X-ray 
crystallography to study interesting 
biological molecules. She spent years 
perfecting the technique, for which 
she was awarded a Nobel Prize in 
1964, and determined the structures 
of penicillin, vitamin B12 and insulin. 

10.Rosalind Franklin 

James Watson and Francis Crick get 
credit for determining the structure 
of DNA, but their discovery relied on 
the work of Rosalind Franklin. As a 
teenager in the 1930s, Franklin 



attended one of the few girls’ schools 
in London that taught physics and 
chemistry, but when she told her 
father that she wanted to be a 
scientist, he rejected the idea. He 
eventually relented and she enrolled 
at Cambridge University, receiving a 
doctorate in physical chemistry. She 
learned techniques for X-ray 
crystallography while in Paris, 
returning to England in 1951 to work 
in the laboratory of John Randall at 
King’s College, London. There she 
made X-ray images of DNA. She had 
nearly figured out the molecule’s 
structure when Maurice Wilkins, 
another researcher in Randall’s lab 
who was also studying DNA, showed 
one of Franklin’s X-ray images to 
James Watson. Watson quickly 
figured out the structure was a 
double helix and, with Francis Crick, 
published the finding in the journal 
Nature. 



 
 

WOMEN AND SCIENCE 

A long time ago, there were more men scientists than women. Now , I will show some of the 
best scientists women:  

 
 

 
 

I am going to present two of them; Marie Curie and Rosalind Franklin. 
 

 
Mari Curie: was a Polish and 
naturalized-French physicist and chemist 
who conducted pioneering research on 
radioactivity. She was the first woman to 
win a Nobel Prize. The first person and 
only woman to win twice, the only person 
to win a Nobel Prize, in two different 
science, and was part of the the Curie 
family legacy of five Nobel Prizes.She was 
also the first woman to become a 
professor at the Unibersity of Paris, and in 
1995 became the first woman to be 
entombed on her own merits in the 
Pantheon in Paris.  

 

 
Rosalind Franklin: was an English chemist 
and X-ray crystallographer who made 
contributions to the understanding of the 
molecular structures of DNA, RNA, viruses, 
coal, and graphite. Athough, her works on 
coal and viruses were appreciated in her 
lifetime, her contributions to the discovery of 
the structure of DNA were largely recognized 
posthumously. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 

Here you have a crossword with some of the names that are in the picture above. 
But some of them , you have to guess them because there aren't in the image. 
Good luck! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Leire and I did the quiz for this magazine in collaboration with Erika and Ayelen. 
Down here you have a previous image of what our quiz is like. 

 

 
 

If you are interested on doing our quiz just click here: QUIZ  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfjpHRVDMNZ9pFXyKglVgOJv-948Pq1bJ68hMIsTSDnpfGVPg/viewform


SCIENTIST WOMEN, NOW AND THEN

Nowadays, saying that a woman is a
scientist isn't as scandalous as it was
before.  In  fact,  is  quite  common
finding  females  doing  a  scientific
research.  Being  a  women  doesn't
prevent  you  of  doing  what  you
want.

However, that  circumstance is  pretty
young. Until a couple centuries ago,
science  was  men's  field;  there
wasn't  place  for  women,  what  is
probable  to  have  left  aside  a  lot  of
possibly  brilliant  ideas.  Not  many
years  ago,  the  genre  was  decisive;
the mind behind it and the discoveries
it  could make given the opportunity,
was ignored.

Luckily  for  the  female  scientific
community,  some  women  weren't
comfortable  with  this  situation  and
worked  to  change  it.  We  need  to
thank the work of women like  Marie
Curie, Rosalind Franklin and Emilie
du  Chatelet, as  females  have  the
chance to go to a laboratory and feel
they fit in because of them.

So, in conclusion, women fought a lot
to  achieve  this  right  and  it  is  our
responsibility to make the most of
their  effort. The  doors  have  been
opened, but the way has just started.

There's  only  one  more  thing  left  to
say: Go scientist women! Make our
predecessors proud!

—Mireia Gurpegui



WOMEN FIGHTING FOR SCIENCE 

 ~JUST 28% OF RESEARCHERS ARE WOMEN.~ 

 Unesco institute for statistics. 
 
 

Let's think for a moment about women and 
science. At which point are we? Many 
times we are told that we live in an equal 
society, where men and women have the 
same chances to succeed. But, are we 
told the truth? Or it's just what society 
wants us to believe? Definitely the 
situation of women nowadays has nothing 
to do with the situation they had some 
years ago. However, we still have a long 
way to go until we reach that egalitarian 
society. 
 
Could you imagine how life would be if we 
travelled back in time a few hundreds of 
years? Definitely not as we know it 
nowadays. Society was dominated by men 
and so was science. Nobody at that time 
would ever imagine that a woman could 
be a scientist. However, that point of view 
was left aside when the Polish scientist 
Marie Curie became the first women to 

win a Nobel Price in 1903. Since then 
women has become more and more 
important in science. 
 
However the way to the situation we are 
now hasn't been easy at all, and through 
all these years many women from all 
around the world has had to confront the 
difficulties society has imposed them to 
succeed.  
 
Besides, we should not forget that this is 
the situation in Europe. If we look at 
another place of the earth the situation of 
women in science changes completely. 
 
Recently, a book was published by Rachel 
Ignotofsky, "Women is science. 50 
fearless pioneers who changed the world". 
The book talks about 50 scientist women. 
If you are interested, here's a link with 
more information about it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/28/women-in-science-rachel-ignotofsky 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/28/women-in-science-rachel-ignotofsky
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Women & Science 
 

BARBARA  MCCLINTOCK 

Barbara McClintock was born on June 16, 1902 and 

died on September  2, 1992. She was an American 

scientist and cytogeneticist who was awarded the 1983 

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. McClintock was 

a Doctor of Philosophy in Botany from Cornell 

University in 1927. There she started her career as the 

leader in the development of maize cytogenetics, the 

focus of her research for the rest of her life. From the 

late 1920s, McClintock studied chromosomes and how 

they change during reproduction in maize. She 

developed the technique for visualizing maize 

chromosomes and used microscopic analysis to 

demonstrate many fundamental genetic ideas. One of 

those ideas was the notion of genetic recombination by 

crossing-over during meiosis, a mechanism by which 

chromosomes exchange information. She produced 

the first genetic map for maize, linking regions of the 

chromosome to physical traits. She demonstrated the 

role of the telomere and centromere, regions of the 

chromosome that are important in the conservation of 

genetic information. She was recognized among the 

best in the field, awarded prestigious fellowships, and 

elected a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences in 1944. 

During the 1940s and 1950s, McClintock discovered 

transposition and used it to demonstrate that genes 

are responsible for turning physical characteristics on 

and off. She developed theories to explain the 

suppression and expression of genetic information 

from one generation of maize plants to the next. Due 

to skepticism of her research and its implications, she 

stopped publishing her data in 1953. 

McClintock's research became well understood in the 

1960s and 1970s, as other scientists confirmed the 

mechanisms of genetic change and genetic regulation 

that she had demonstrated in her maize research in 

the 1940s and 1950s. Awards and recognition for her 

contributions to the field followed, including the Nobel 

Prize in Physiology or Medicine, awarded to her in 

1983 for the discovery of genetic transposition; she is 

the only woman to receive an unshared Nobel Prize in 

that category.  

FELISA MARTÍN BRAVO 

Felisa Martín Bravo was the first physicist 

woman in the Basque Country. She was born 

on 11th June 1898. In 1922 she got a degree 

in Madrid Physics University and later, she 

started working with Julio Palacios taking part 

in his research group in LIF lab. She was the 

first woman researcher of that lab and she 

was also the first doctor in Spain . Because of 

that fact she received an award in 1926. She 

continued investigating with Julio Palacios 

until she finally moved to Cambridge 

University to do further research in 

spectrography  of X rays. 

In 1937 she became the director of Igeldo’s 

Meteorological Observatory.  

 

 



Women & Science 
 

FEMINISMO BURGESETIK KLASE 
FEMINISMORA 
 

Emakumearen askapena edo liberazioa lortzeko 
mugimendu gehienek emakumea zuzenean zapaltzen 
duen sistemaren aurka soilik egiten du, 
heteropatriarkatuaren aurka, baina honek benetan 
aska dezake emakumea zapaltzen duen sistematik? 
Zapalkuntza sistema bakoitzak giza talde ezberdin bat 
era ezberdinean zapaldu arren ez dira errealitate 
independenteak, beraz ezin dugu emakumearekiko 
zapalkuntza klase edo arraza zapalkuntzatik 
esaterako, banatu.  
Emakumearen askapena lortzeko mugimenduari 
feminismo deritzo, baina feminismo honek gainontzeko 
zapalkuntzak alde batera utzi eta soilik 
heteropatriarkatuaren aurka egiten badu ezingo du 
bere helburua lortu, honekin amaitzeko ezinbestekoa 
delako kapitalismoa ere abolitzea, biak elkarren 
sostengu direlako.  
Feminismoa mugimendu sozial eta politikoa izanda, 
emakumeak talde bezala jasaten duten zapalkuntzaz, 
explotazioaz eta dominantziaz jabe izatea da helburu, 
geroago hauekin bukatzeko gizartean egin beharreko 
aldaketak gauzatuz. 
Hau horrela izanik emakumea askatzeko benetako 
mugimendu batek kapitalismoaren aurka ere egin 
behar du, klase zapalkuntzaren aurka,  langile klaseak 
bere burujabetza lor dezan. Hor baitago arazoaren 
erroa. 
Eta arazoaren errora jo behar da. Honen adibide 
garbia da esaterako, emakumearen arazo larria dela 
etxean dohain lan egitera kondenatuta egotea, baina 
ez da horrekin amaituko familiaren kontzeptu 
burgesarekin amaitzen ez bada, horregatik benetan 
zapalkuntza horrekin amaitzeko bere osotasunean 
ulertu behar da emakumearen auzia, gainontzeko 
zapalkuntzekin lotuta. 
Beste adibide garbia da arrazarekin duen lotura 
zuzena. Azken urteetan aurrerapen asko eman dira 
honen inguruan herrialde inperialistetan, bertako 
emakumeen egoera nabarmen hobetu delarik. Baina 
hau ez da besterik gabe eman, zapaldutako 
herrialdeetako emakumeen kontura egin da. 
Honekin lotuta mugimendu sufragista (emakumearen 
botoa lortzeko mugimendua) aipatu behar da. 
 
 
 

Mugimendu sufragistari dagokionez, emakume beltzak 
baztertu zituen, emakume zuriei boto emateko 
eskubideagatik borrokatuz bakar bakarrik. Emakume 
zuri langile gehienak beste arazo batzuk zituzten, hala 
nola, soldata baxuak, lan baldintza txarrak eta 
gehiegizko lan orduak. Ondorioz, ez zuten denborarik 
sufragistek borrokatzen zutenaren alde egiteko, 
bigarren mailako arazotzat hartzen baitzuten. 
Azpimarratzekoa da emakumeen eskubideen aldeko 
liderrek atera zituzten hainbat ondorio, hala nola, boto 
eskubidearen bidez emakumearen emantzipazioa 

lortuko zela eta sexismoak emakumeengan 
suposatzen zuen zapalkuntza, arrazakeria eta klase 
ezberdintasuna baino askoz gogorragoa zela. 
Emakume hauen ideologia burgesak, alde batera 
uzten zituen emakumeen ehuneko handi bat, 
emakume zuri eta burgesen alde egiten zuelako. 
Emakumezkoen sufragio unibertsala erreminta zen 
garai hartako klase borroka irabazteko. Emakume eta 
gizonek eskubide berak izateko borrokak indarra hartu 
ahala, gero eta emakume gehiago batu ziren 
transformazio sozialaren borrokara eta haien 
eskubideengatik borrokatzen hasi ziren.  
Sufragismoaren aldeko kanpaina mugimendu 
burgesaren monopolioaren menpe egon zen hamar 
urteetan zehar,  baina 1908an hainbat emakume 
sozialistei esker, langile klaseko mugimendu sufragista 
aldarrikatu zen. Urte horretan, Martxoaren 8an Alderdi 
Sozialistak emakumeen batzorde nazionala eratu 
zuen, baita manifestazio masiboa sufragioaren 
inguruko berdintasuna aldarrikatuz. Hala ere, 
industrian lan egiten zuten emakume beltzen kopurua 
baxua izanda ere alde batera utzi izan zuten, gizarte 
arrazista eta klasista izan zela agerian utziz.  
 
Gaur egun gizartean hedaturik dagoen feminismo 
honek ez ditu emakume guztiak ordezkatzen, izan ere 
emakume burgesen alde egiten du, klase interesak 
baztertuz. Martxoaren 8an Nazioarteko Emakumeen 
Langilearen Eguna ospatzen da, feminismo burges 
honek defendatzen ez dituen interes asko 
aldarrikatzeko. Historikoki, martxoak 8an burutzen den 
aldarrikapen egun honek 1908. urtean New York hiriko 
“Cotton” izeneko ehun-fabrika batean jazotako sute 
batean du jatorria. 129 emakume hil ziren ‘Cotton’ 
izeneko lantegiak su hartu zuenean, antza denez, 
jabeak eraginda emakumeak greban jarri zirelako.  
 
EKIALDE –ko IKASLE MUGIMENDUA 

 



Women & Science 
 

Marie Skłodowska Curie was a 

Polish physicist and chemist who 

conducted pioneering research on 

radioactivity. She was born in Poland 

on the 7th of November  in 1867, and 

she died in France  on the 4th of July 

in 1934, because of a disease caused 

by the radioactive materials that she 

was carrying in her pockets during research. 

She was the first woman to win a Nobel Prize, the first 

person and only woman to win it twice in two different 

sciences, She was also the first woman to become a 

professor at the University of Paris. Some of her 

achievements included the development of the theory of 

radioactivity, techniques for isolating radioactive isotopes, 

and the discovery of two elements, polonium (which she 

named this way because she was originally from Poland ) 

and radium.    

Asier Pisabarro, Veronika Panasenko and Mireya Rodríguez 

VALENTINA 

VLADIMIROVNA 

Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova is a Russian cosmonaut 
and politician. She was the first woman to fly to space. She 
flew in the pilotVostok 6 on 16 June 1963. She completed 48 
orbits of the Earth in her three days in space. 

In order to join the Cosmonaut Corps, Tereshkova was 
honorably inducted into the Soviet Air Force and thus she 
also became the first civilian to fly in space. 

Before her recruitment as a cosmonaut, Tereshkova was a 
textile-factory assembly worker and an amateur skydiver. 
After the dissolution of the first group of female cosmonauts 
in 1969, she became a prominent member of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, holding various political offices. 
She remained politically active following the collapse of the 
Soviet Union and is still regarded as a hero in post-Soviet 
Russia. 

In 2013, she offered to go on a one-way trip to Mars if the 
opportunity arose.

 
At the opening ceremony of the 2014 

Winter Olympics, she was a carrier of the Olympic flag. 

 

SALLY RIDE 

 Sally Kristen Ride was born on the 26
th

 May 1951 . 

She was an American physicist and astronaut. She was born 

in Los Angeles, and she joined NASA in 1978 and became 

the first American woman in space in 1983. Ride is the 

youngest American astronaut that has travelled to space, 

having done so at the age of 32. 

 NASA began looking for women astronauts in 1977. 

Sally Ride was a student at the time. She saw an ad in the 

school newspaper inviting women to 

apply to the astronaut program. Sally 

Ride decided to apply for the job. She 

was one of six women picked for the post. 

 On June 18, 1983, Sally Ride 

became the first American woman to fly in 

space. She was an astronaut on a space 

mission. Her job was to work the robotic 

arm. She used the arm to help put 

satellites into space.  

 Ride stopped working for NASA 

in 1987. She started teaching at the University of California 

in San Diego. She started looking for ways to help women 

and girls who wanted to study science and mathematics. She 

came up with the idea for NASA's EarthKAM project. 

EarthKAM lets middle school students take pictures of Earth 

using a camera on the International Space Station.  

 Sally Ride died on the 23th July 2012 at the age of 

61, in La Jolla, California, US. 

Izaro Aldecoa, Iraia Mendiguren and Nerea Calvo 
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